
Dear Thomas , 3/25/74 
Toda$ bore too many urgencies for lengthy response to your 3/22 and the other 

letters to which I have not responded. 

I confused you and William in my haste. It is the same Occam, he of the Bazor. 

In the work 1 have done I have learned that his preference for the Bimpler 
solutions ia more often applicable than that of the ancient Chinese sages. 

Why not try this on Burkley and Camelot? 

lou ^on tula to the needlessly Byzantine. 

You have not dropped Burkley. Between us I am. 

The Occam philosophy is relevant. Pthervd.se you go in circles. 

Heliega tie or not I will not go into those tilings and if you persist I will not 
respond. I have undertaken too fluch and there is too muca I will not bo able to do. 
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.. 1LI,.. JH. ., IL. P-rs DM book you describe on page 2 I had researched before the end of 1965. Other 
things took my attention, ^orhaps my Judgement was £jcb$ flawed, but I will ytt write it. 
If I don t have to spend too much time in childish indulgences of .the s4if-i2apdrtant 
whose. importanoe to themselves lies in their aolf-coaoept hot in their labors. 

- ■ * .- ■‘"-A-- 
Do you really believe the imperialist state was decapitated? ur do you believe the 

decapitation wan for the imperialist state. (The word no longer has its traditional 
relevance to me.) 

*ou have said that you will preserve confidentiality but as I understand you on 
the city directory business only. Therefore, and please do not a special trip, I 
would appreciate the Mexico City listings for ^aeeo de la Reforms, years 1963 and 1967- 
73. *• - ' > • •• • , t 

lour P.3.1 You assign Burkley a role it was not necessary for anyone to fill an^ 
without probative evidence that with or without need he filled that role. 

This ia complicated enough. Why complicate it more? I kflow that lacking specific 
knowledge the temptation is groat but temptation is neither faot nor reason. 
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Thus spake William of Occam. 
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